
6.2.2 Multiphase flow patterns

An appropriate starting point in any analysis of multiphase flow is a phenomeno-
logical description of the geometric distributions that are observed in these flows.
A particular type of geometric distribution of the components is called a flow
pattern or flow regime and many of the names given to these flow patterns (such
as annular flow or bubbly flow) are now quite standard. Usually the flow pat-
terns are recognized by visual inspection, though other means such as analysis of
the spectral content of the unsteady pressures or the fluctuations in the volume
fraction have been devised for those circumstances in which visual information
is difficult to obtain (Jones and Zuber, 1974).

For some of the simpler flows, such as those in vertical or horizontal con-
duits, a substantial number of investigations have been conducted to determine
the dependence of the flow pattern on component volume fluxes, (jA, jB), on
volume fraction and on the fluid properties such as density, viscosity, and sur-
face tension. The results are often displayed in the form of a flow regime map
that identifies the flow patterns occurring in various parts of a parameter space
defined by the component flow rates. The flow rates used may be the volume
fluxes, mass fluxes, momentum fluxes, or other similar quantities depending on
the author. Summaries of these flow pattern studies and the various empirical
laws extracted from them are a common feature in reviews of multiphase flow
(see, for example, Brennen 2005, Wallis 1969 or Weisman 1983).

The boundaries between the various flow patterns in a flow pattern map
occur because a regime becomes unstable as the boundary is approached and
growth of this instability causes transition to another flow pattern. Like the
laminar-to-turbulent transition in single phase flow, these multiphase transitions
can be rather unpredictable since they may depend on otherwise minor features
of the flow, such as the roughness of the walls or the entrance conditions. Hence,
the flow pattern boundaries are not distinctive lines but more poorly defined
transition zones.

However there are other serious difficulties with most of the existing litera-
ture on flow pattern maps. One of the basic fluid mechanical problems is that
these maps are often dimensional and therefore apply only to the specific pipe
sizes and fluids employed by the investigator. A number of investigators (for
example Baker 1953, Schicht 1969 or Weisman and Kang 1981) have attempted
to find generalized coordinates that would allow the map to cover different flu-
ids and conduits of different sizes. However, such generalizations can only have
limited value because several transitions are represented in most flow pattern
maps and the corresponding instabilities are governed by different sets of fluid
properties. Hence, even for the simplest duct geometries, there exist no uni-
versal, dimensionless flow pattern maps that incorporate the full, parametric
dependence of the boundaries on the fluid characteristics.

Beyond these difficulties there are a number of other troublesome questions.
In single phase flow it is well established that an entrance length of 30 to 50
diameters is necessary to establish fully developed turbulent pipe flow. The cor-
responding entrance lengths for multiphase flow patterns are less well established



and it is quite possible that some of the reported experimental observations are
for temporary or developing flow patterns. Moreover, the implicit assumption
is often made that there exists a unique flow pattern for given fluids with given
flow rates. It is by no means certain that this is the case. Consequently, there
may be several possible flow patterns whose occurrence may depend on the
initial conditions, specifically on the manner in which the multiphase flow is
generated.


